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Summary

On 9th of September 2020, Microsoft released several security advisories, updates, and workarounds to address security vulnerabilities [1]. One of the reported vulnerabilities affects Microsoft Exchange server [2].

Based on the description provided by Microsoft, the vulnerability is due to improper validation of cmdlet arguments. An attacker authenticated with specific Exchange role could run arbitrary code in the context of the System user, leading to a full compromise of the Exchange server.

On the 10th of September 2020, Source Incite released details and proof-of-concept for the vulnerability [5]. The vulnerability is due to lack of proper validation of user-supplied data when using the New-NetBarrier cmdlet. To exploit this vulnerability, the authenticated attacker needs the Data Loss Prevention (DLP) role assigned. This role is usually assigned to administration account only, however this type of vulnerabilities trigger high interest for different threat actors and proof-of-concept usually emerges quite quickly after the release of a patch. For this reason, it is highly recommended to patch the exposed Exchange servers as soon as possible.

Technical Details

The vulnerability was assigned CVE-2020-16875 [4].

The vulnerability is a remote code execution in Microsoft Exchange server due to improper validation of New-DlpPolicy cmdlet arguments. To exploit the vulnerability, an attacker needs the Data Loss Prevention (DLP) role assigned to the used account.

To exploit the vulnerability, the attacker needs to create a malicious dlp policy (XML format) by injecting a payload in the commandBlock sub-element of the policyCommands element of the new policy (stored in a dlpPolicyTemplate element) and call this created XML using the New-DlpPolicy cmdlet.
Products Affected

This vulnerability affects the following Microsoft Exchange Server versions:

- Microsoft Exchange Server 2019 before Cumulative Update 5
- Microsoft Exchange Server 2016 before Cumulative Update 16

Recommendations

CERT-EU recommends updating Microsoft Exchange Server following Microsoft guidance as soon as possible [3].
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